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DUBAI: Nissan Motor Co, Ltd, to commemorate
the 5th anniversary of the 100 percent electric
vehicle (EV) “Nissan LEAF,” has produced a movie
featuring a special EV version that projects the
driver ’s experience and thoughts behind the
wheel. The film, entitled “THE ELECTRIC CARtoon!
IN A DRIVING SCHOOL AT NIGHT ”,  (https://
youtu.be/ddWx_cI84UM) features young drivers
experiencing EVs for the first time. Their reactions,
thoughts and feelings are reflected in real-time
word animations projected around the on-road
Nissan LEAF.

Project background
This project offers a visualization of drivers’ expe-

riences when handling the EV at night on a school
course. The fun experienced by the driver is con-
veyed in eye-catching visuals, so that even those
outside the car can share the excitement. 

LEAF visualizes the EV driving experience
The car used in the “THE ELECTRIC CARtoon!”

project features a driver’s headset that reads and
analyzes brainwaves produced while driving.
There are 33 visual patterns used to express the
drivers’ various states of mind. Driver brainwaves
and projected animations are automatically
matched, and visualizations are in a cartoon-style
with speech and thought bubbles. The car exteri-
or also has a unique design, taking inspiration
from Japanese animation, which is now popular
across the world. 

Read the brainwaves of 30 men and 
women driving the “Nissan LEAF”

In this project, the brainwaves of 30 men and
women were measured while driving the Nissan
LEAF in various situations. In brain science, alpha
waves are emitted when the brain relaxes and con-
centrates, while beta waves are produced when the
brain feels tension or is excited. In this project,
alpha waves were defined as brainwaves emitted
when the brain is in a conformable state, and beta
waves as those when the brain is in an excited state.
As a result, about half of those taking part emitted
beta waves when starting the EVs and more than 90
percent emitted a significant quantity of alpha
waves when turning road corners. In this experi-
ment, we confirmed that those taking part were in
“a comfortable state” or “an excited state” while they
were driving EVs.

Nissan Motor Co, Ltd, Japan’s second-largest
automotive company, is headquartered in
Yokohama, Japan, and is part of the Renault-Nissan
Alliance. Operating with more than 247,500
employees globally, Nissan sold 5.32 million vehi-
cles and generated revenue of 11.38 trillion yen
($103.6 billion) in fiscal year 2014. Nissan delivers a
comprehensive range of more than 60 models
under the Nissan, Infiniti and Datsun brands. Nissan
leads the world in zero-emission mobility, dominat-
ed by sales of the LEAF, the first mass-market, pure-
electric vehicle. It is the best-selling EV in history
with almost 50 percent share of the zero-emission
vehicle segment. 

‘Nissan LEAF’ special version 
visualizes EV driving excitement

Release of project movie set in a driving school

KUWAIT: GCC equity markets continued on their
upward trajectory during April-16, on the back of a
number of factors ranging from optimism in the
oil market before the OPEC oil meet that failed to
reach a consensus on a production freeze, fol-
lowed by overall positive trend in global equity
markets. Saudi stock exchange saw the strongest
gain during the month, building up for the
announcement of the Saudi Arabia Vision 2030 by
the Kingdom’s Deputy Crown Prince. The plan
which includes an economic overhaul in Saudi
Arabia, aims to drive the economy away from its
dependence on oil revenues, although granular
details of the plan along with short term targets
would be available by next month.

Markets globally remained largely positive as
they factored in no rate hikes in Fed’s meeting that
took place last week. In the meeting, the US Fed left
interest rates unchanged clearly indicating that it is
in no hurry to raise interest rates against a back-
drop of a slowdown in US economy, although the
committee highlighted an improving labor market.
The meeting also highlighted continued uncertain-
ty in the world economy that requires the Fed to
have a cautious stance on rate hikes.

Meanwhile on the economic front, fiscal consol-
idation continues to progress in the GCC with Saudi
Arabia planning to embark on its first international
debt issuance in 25 years valued at $10 billion, in
addition to Abu Dhabi’s first bond sale in seven
years valued at $5 billion. On the other hand, in
terms of subsidy cuts Qatar, in line with the UAE,
also announced market based pricing for gasoline
and diesel, whereas Kuwait plans to raise the price
of electricity and water.

In terms of Q1-16 earnings, a majority of the
banks continue to report higher earnings, espe-
cially in Saudi Arabia (+5 percent) where banks
have completed announcing results, thereby
assuaging fears of an expected economic slow-
down in the Kingdom.

Positive sentiments surrounding the oil market
pushed the KSE Price index to its strongest month-
ly surge in almost 20 months during April-16. The
index closed the month with a gain of 3.1 percent,
whereas the KSE Weighted index closed the
month with a gain of 1.8 percent. The large cap
KSE 15 index witnessed the smallest gain of 1.5
percent indicating higher trades in smaller stocks.
The gains over the past three months has partly
offset the steep decline witnessed in January-16
and lowered the YTD-16 decline to -4 percent for
the three indices. The positive market performance
was also reflected in the monthly performance of
sectoral indices in which barring the Oil & Gas and
Insurance indices, rest of the sectors witnessed
positive performance during the month. The sec-
toral performance was topped by smaller sectors
Healthcare and Technology, each with a monthly
return of 7.2 percent followed by Basic Materials

(+3.2 percent) and Industrials Index (+3.1 per-
cent). This was also reflected in the trading activi-
ty which saw a volume decline of merely 1.3 per-
cent to 3.9 Bn shares, whereas monthly value
traded on the exchange dropped by 15.8 percent
to KD 277 million.

The Banking index closed the month with a gain
of 2.1 percent on the back of either positive or flat
returns for each of the individual banks. Shares of
Gulf Bank topped the sector with a monthly gain of
13.2 percent, followed by CBK with a gain of 7.2 per-
cent. NBK shares remained flat despite the company
reporting a drop in Q1-16 earnings that was prima-
rily on the back of a onetime gain during the corre-
sponding quarter in 2015. As a result of the decline
in earnings of NBK, total earnings for the seven
banks that reported for Q1-16 declined by 5.5 per-
cent. Although preliminary, Q1-16 profits reported
by the 27 companies so far has seen a marginal
increase of 1 percent as compared to Q1-15.

The monthly gainers chart was topped by First
Dubai for Real Estate (+45.2 percent) after the com-
pany posted a marginal profit growth of 1.1 per-
cent for Q1-16. Yiaco Medical was second on the
monthly gainers chart with a gain of 44.7 percent

although trades in the stock was only marginal dur-
ing the month. Other top gainers during the
month included Human Soft Holding with a surge
of 40.9 percent followed by United Foodstuff
Industries (+40.0 percent) and Munshaat Real
Estate (+39.8 percent). On the decliners side, the list
was topped by Ikarus Petroleum with a decline of
42.3 percent after the company’s board approved
its delisting plan from the KSE and put up the sub-
ject to be approved in the Company’s AGM on 10-
May-16. Other monthly decliners included Zima
Holding (-15.1 percent), Future Kid Entertainment
and Real Estate (-13.6 percent) and Mashaer
Holding (-11.6 percent). In terms of monthly value
traded, the chart was topped by KFH with KD 23.1
Mn of shares traded during the month followed by
NBK and Agility with KD 21.5million and KD 11.9
million of worth of shares traded during the month.

Boursa Kuwait
The month also saw Boursa Kuwait assuming

responsibility for the management of operations of
Kuwait Stock Exchange under the guidance of
Kuwait CMA. The new entity, which will now func-
tion as a private entity, will now focus on develop-

ing investment tools, increasing market competi-
tiveness and liquidity and attract investments in
order to do an IPO for Kuwaiti citizens.

Tadawul index
Saudi Arabian stock exchange witnessed the

best monthly performance in the GCC during
April-16, with the TASI recording highest monthly
performance over the past 12 months. The index
surged 9.4 percent during the month on the back
of positive gains in all of the individual sectoral
indices. A wave of optimism prevailed throughout
the month initially on the back of hopes of pro-
duction freeze by OPEC members during the
OPEC meet followed by the expectation of signifi-
cant policy changes and reforms in the Kingdom
in the Saudi Arabia Vision 2030 blueprint
announced by the Deputy Crown Prince. The
index generated a peak return of 10.4 percent till
the day of the reforms announcement only to
retreat 1.6 percent on the following day. Under
the new plan, the Kingdom has proposed several
key steps including transformation of Aramco into
an industrial conglomerate from an oil-focused
company by selling than 5 percent stake in the

company via an IPO as early as next year or 2018. 
The monthly gainers chart was topped by

Salama with a gain of 45.6 percent, followed by
Saudi Kayan that surged 39.3 percent especially
after the announcement of the Saudi Arabia Vision
2030 plan. On the decliners side, shares of Saudi
Investment Bank tanked 10.7 percent topping the
chart followed by Yanbu Cement (-8.7 percent) and
Allianz Saudi Fransi Coop Insurance (-8.3 percent).

Abu Dhabi
ADX General Index achieved positive returns

during April-16, despite a decline in trading activity
as compared to the previous month. On the sec-
toral front, the Energy index surged 13.4 percent
during the month buoyed by oil prices which
recovered and reached its highest levels YTD. The
performance was mainly driven by Abu Dhabi
National Energy which jumped by 28.6 percent m-
om, while Dana Gas saw its share price move up by
9.6 percent for the month. Banks & Services indices
also saw positive monthly returns of 4.9 percent
and 3.4 percent, respectively, for the month of
April-16. Meanwhile, the Invest & Fin Services index
remained the only index to decline from the previ-
ous month, as it lost ground by 3.2 percent m-o-m.
Real Estate index remained range bound (+0.2 per-
cent) m-o-m, as the dip in large cap Aldar
Properties was offset by a 11.7 percent jump in the
stock price of Eshraq Properties, which also pipped
Aldar as the most actively traded stock in the index
in terms of value traded.

DFM
After featuring amongst the top markets in the

GCC over the last two months, the DFM General
Index recorded the third-highest returns during
April-16, at 4.1 percent, and remained the top per-
forming market YTD in the region. All of the sec-
toral indices barring Insurance witnessed positive
returns during the month led by the Industrials
Index with a monthly return of 14.8 percent, fol-
lowed by the Real Estate index and the Invest. &
Fin. Services index as they recorded monthly
returns of 8.1 percent and 4.6 percent respectively.
The Insurance index was down marginally as it
receded by 0.4 percent m-o-m.

In economic activity trends that were released
during the month, activity in the UAE’s non-oil
economy, which largely reflects Dubai reportedly
rose to a four-month high in March-16, and con-
tinued to recover from a four-year low hit in
January-16. The latest monthly Purchasing
Managers’ Index, produced for Emirates NBD
bank, showed that the index climbed to a four-
month high of 54.5 in March, up from 53.1 in
February. Further, UAE’s minister of economy
mentioned that the country aims to reduce its
contribution from oil, which is currently pegged at
30 percent, to 20 percent in 2021.

GCC equity markets build upward momentum
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